PRESS RELEASE
World First for WIT Software’s RCS iPhone App
- with launch in Germany
Lisbon, Portugal, April 2nd 2013: WIT Software, a leading provider of downloadable
RCS Applications, has announced the first commercially-available RCS iPhone application,
following its launch in Germany. Customers of Vodafone and Deutsche Telekom can now
download the new RCS app via the iTunes App Store.
This iPhone app represents a significant step forward for RCS, enabling operators around
the world to make RCS services accessible to a significantly wider audience. Deutsche
Telekom announced its commitment to launch RCS Services during 2012, and has been
working with WIT Software to fulfil its launch plans.
Kobus Smit, Head of Voice & Messaging and GSMA RCE Chair, explains:
“Deutsche Telekom has been a supporter of RCS and joyn from day one, and we are now
enabling these important services for our customers. We believe that RCS will enable us
to utilise our strengths – such as reach, quality and ubiquity – in order to offer our
customers compelling new propositions. WIT Software has been a key partner for
Deutsche Telekom in delivering these services.”
Commenting for WIT Software, CEO Luis Silva said:
“This launch underlines WIT’s commitment to expand the RCS ecosystem, and represents
the logical next step in our RCS evolution strategy. After launching our Android client
with Telefónica and Orange Spain in 2012, we are now working closely with Vodafone
and Deutsche Telekom in Germany to extend the reach of RCS services. WIT Software is
the only app provider currently to have commercial launches on both Android and
iPhone. We intend to build on this by enhancing the feature set with RCS 5.1, as well as
extending the potential reach with PC, Web and IPTV versions. With both Android and
iPhone platforms now fully supported, we expect to see a significant increase in the
number of RCS service launches around the world.”
About WIT Software
Founded in 2001, WIT Software is a well-established software house that specialises in
products and solutions for advanced mobile communications, with extensive expertise in
solutions relating to RCS, Mobile VoIP and IMS Applications. Located in Portugal and
California, the company has over 150 full-time employees and a blue chip industry client
base. For more information, please visit http://www.wit-software.com.
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